
 

American Football Great, Steven Jackson, shares his recovery from hip pain
and getting his life back after hip surgery at the American Hip Institute in
Chicago. Steven played 12 seasons in professional football including 3 Pro
Bowls. It is both an honor and a privilege to help Steven make a comeback!

Watch Video

 

Benjamin Domb, MD, of the American Hip Institute is featured
in ESPN’s article on Pro Hockey free agent Patrick Kane

Patrick Kane's decision to undergo major hip surgery a month before free
agency opened is a factor in keeping him as a free agent this June.

Dr. Benjamin Domb, founder and medical director of the American Hip
Institute in Illinois, said hip resurfacing is an uncommon procedure in general,
and even less common in athletes.

"The first key to successful rehabilitation is how the surgery is done. At
American Hip Institute, we have developed a technique for minimally invasive
hip resurfacing with computer guidance," Domb said. "This technique allows
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for a faster recovery, ensures extremely accurate implant placement, and is
designed to get professional athletes back to highly competitive sports."

Read More

Rafael Nadal Undergoes
Hip Arthroscopy for An
Injury Sustained Earlier

This Year Given the superb
outcomes for professional athletes
returning to sports after
arthroscopic hip surgery, there is
great hope that Nadal will be able
to perform on the biggest stage
once again!

Read More

Stem Cell Therapy has gotten
a lot of attention in recent years, as
it can treat a myriad of incurable
diseases like anemia, blood
disorders, bone marrow cancers,
leukemia and lymphoma. In the
field of orthopedics, there is now
hope for preventing degenerative
bone and tissue disease with stem
cell therapy, commonly known as
orthopedic regenerative medicine.
Read the full story.

Read More

The mission of the American Hip Institute Research Foundation is to
alleviate human suffering by revolutionizing the treatment of joint
pain. The Foundation aims to cure arthritis and joint pain through a
multi-pronged approach consisting of early diagnosis, preventative
treatment, and curative surgery.
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